Call for Entry for the 15th International Street Theater Festival in Marivan

The Iranian Centre of ITI is pleased to inform you that the Dramatic Arts Center of Iran will hold the 15th International Street Theater Festival from 10th to 17th of October 2021 in Marivan, Iran. The Centre highly appreciate it if you could send information about new productions of your Theater Company.

It will be a great pleasure if your production will be selected and will be hosted during the festival in Marivan. The organizer will have a chance to host you in Iran by holding workshops, giving lectures or presenting essays during the festival virtually (online). The Selection Committee will announce the invited international guest Performances through the international affairs office of Dramatic Arts Center.

Aims of the Festival

- Strengthening hope, increasing social liveliness by using the capabilities of the performing arts.
- Strengthening the motivation of empathy and social involvement.
- Having direct communication with audiences and citizens to convey concepts through street theater.
- Creating an opportunity for the exchange of new experiences and theater knowledge among the country's artists.
Festival Sections
A) Iranian Street Theater Competition
B) Other forms of Performances
C) Ritual and Traditional performances
D) Theater for children and adolescents
E) Guest (selected from national street theater festivals)
F) Training workshops

The information should be mailed by air mail or email to the following address to:
Dramatic Arts Center of Iran
Vahdat Hall, Ostad Shahryar St., Hafez Ave., Tehran, 1133914934 Iran
Tel: +9821 66 70 88 61
Fax: +98 21 66 72 53 16
dramatic.artcenter.iran@gmail.com
mariwan.festival@gmail.com
Websites: www.theater.ir ; www.Mariwanfestival.com

Contact
Mozhgan Vakili
Emails: dramatic.artcenter.iran@gmail.com ; Mozhganvakili78@gmail.com